Intermicellar interactions may induce anomalous size behavior in micelles carrying out bulky heads with multiple spatial arrangements.
We report experimental and theoretical results on the concentration dependence of the micellar size of GM1 and GM1acetyl gangliosides, five-sugar-headed anionic glycolipids. Contrary to one of the mainstays of colloid science, that the aggregation number of amphiphile aggregates grows with concentration, an anomalous region is found at intermediate concentrations, where a sharp decrease of the aggregation number occurs. Experiments were performed by small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering (SAXS and SANS). Two models are discussed, reproducing the observed behavior of either GM1acetyl or GM1. The first one is a conventional picture of interacting micelles where a reduction in the molecular surface area, leading to an increase of the aggregate dimension, is paid to reduce intermicellar interactions: it foresees a monotonous increase of the aggregation number with concentration. The second one accounts for a conformational bistability of the bulky headgroups of GM1, modifying the amphiphilic molecular surface area and protrusion from the aggregate surface, and contributing to the inter- and intramicellar interaction balance. Energy minimization leads to a complex behavior of the aggregation number, which is consistent with the anomalous behavior of GM1.